Antagonistic effects of thyrotropin and epidermal growth factor on thyroglobulin mRNA level in cultured thyroid cells.
Both thyrotropin (TSH) and epidermal growth factor (EGF) are potent mitogenic agents when added to dog thyroid cells in primary culture [Roger, P. P. and Dumont, J. E. (1984) Mol. Cell. Endocrinol. 36, 79-93]. The concomitant effect of these agents on the differentiation state of the cells was appreciated using cell morphology, iodide trapping, thyroglobulin synthesis and cytoplasmic thyroglobulin mRNA content as markers. Together with previous results [Mol. Cell. Endocrinol. 36, 79-93 (1984)] it is shown that cells cultured in the continuous presence of TSH maintain all the parameters at a near normal level. In the absence of TSH, thyroglobulin mRNA decreased to very low, though still detectable levels. Addition of TSH restored subnormal mRNA levels. Culture of cells in the presence of EGF for 4-6 days affected profoundly their morphology, abolished iodide trapping and decreased thyroglobulin synthesis and cytoplasmic mRNA content to undetectable levels. Addition of TSH to cells previously exposed to EGF reversed the growth factor effect on all four indexes. The redifferentiating effect of TSH was well observed within 3-4 days and was mimicked by the adenylate cyclase activators, forskolin and cholera toxin. When administered simultaneously, TSH and EGF achieved an intermediate situation, EGF antagonizing partially the effect of TSH on the expression of thyroglobulin gene. Another growth factor, fibroblast growth factor, while promoting thyroid cell proliferation also, did not interfere at all with TSH effects on cytoplasmic thyroglobulin mRNA content. Our results make the dog thyroid cell in primary culture an appropriate model to study the mechanisms involved in gene regulation by cyclic AMP and growth factors.